
Notes for Rangefinder Set 1 (d- R)

L (e)
The response offers a persuasive analysis of how Lee deveiops the complex
relationship uti l izing specif ic l i terary elements. The writer notes, for instance,
it  is ironic the father cannot recali  a new story for his f ive-year-old despite
sitt ing "in a room ful l  of books in a world of stories." Perceptively, the writer
argues that the father-fully aware of the irony-realizes his "role and
crit icisms as a parent" and projects this part icular instance of fai lure as
precursor to many more instances of fai lure in the future. Also perceptive is
the writer's claim that from the father's point of view, the experience of
storytel l ing is more about int imate bonding than entertainment, this thought
puts even more pressure on him to create a new story, and when he cannot, he
is thrown "into a panic of losing his son." The writer notes in the conclusion
how comparisons in stanza six (a stantza it appears many writers will skirt)
ref lect the juxtaposit ion we see in the scene: a chi ld requesting a simple story;
a father superimposing upon the request his fears of inadequacy.

Though there are some lapses (conclusion), persuasive analysis, varied
sentence structure, general faci l i ty with language, and textual references that
are properly integrated into the writer 's own prose earn the response a score
o f  9 .

P (8)
The response presents a mostly convincing anaiysis of how Lee uses point of
view and structure to develop the complex relationship. Though the discussion
of point of view on page one is largely summary, the writer on page two does
speculate on the disappointment the child must feel and notes the father's
painful recognit ion of himself as a fai lure given that "he is an example, almost
l ike a 'god,' to his chi ld." More persuasive is the writer 's discussion of
structure. The writer indicates-perceptively-that the shift in time from
present to future comes exactly when "the father starts to come to terms with
the implications of his inabil i ty to connect with his son"; i t  is at this t ime that
he panics, realizing "their eventual physical distance will parallel their
emotional disconnection." Also perceptive is the writer 's statement that after
the poem transitions back to the room in the final stanza, llne reader and the
father now realize the father has an opportunity "to change-to satisfy the
boy's desire to hear a story."

While assert ions are not always accurate ("The reader is given insight to the
thoughts of the child") and language is not always precise ("the poet
implements a series of l i terary devices"), the response on the whole offers a
mostly persuasive analysis of the poem and earns a score of 8.



M (7)
The response presents a competent discussion of how Lee uses point of vieu'

and structure to develop the complex relationship. The introduction nicely

captures the essen". of the poerrrand makes astute observations about the

father's di lemma. While analysis in the paragraph on point of view is thin' the

writer does point out that the speaker casts the father in such a way that

readers are able to identify with his plight; further, the writer points out that

the speaker is effective in showing nb* a simple request for a story "turns into

a sorlrce of *or.y-t- the father." The writer's synopsis of the poem at the end of

the section (through point of view, the poet te1ls the story of man "who was too

filled with love u..,i f.ignt to tell his son a story.") is apt' The discussion of

structure is more foculed and the writer's insights more profound: the writer

says, for instance, "The fourth stanza notably jumps from the present to the

future tense to demonstrate that the father's fears reach beyond the present to

the t ime when his son is grown." The writer concludes with the editorial

comment that chi ld.".,  prt their parents on such high pedestals that parents

and children are hurt when ptr"rrt" make mistakes and the observation that in

the final starrza, the poem "returns to the present-to the expectant little boy"

and s i lence.

The response olfers analysis that-while not thorough--is at least reasonably

developed. Though langlage is not always precise ("to the expectant l i t t le

boy,'),  id.^" are mostly clear. On the whole, then, the response earns a score

o f7 .

Q (6)
While the response gets off to a promising start (sentences three and four)' it

presents only a general ly 
"o-p.i". t t  

discussion of how Lee uses l i terary devices

to create the coriplex reiatiott"ftip. Evidence fo,. assertions in the long

paragraph on point of view is general ly sl ight ("The ital icized sentences

throughout the poem represent both ifto.-,gnt and actual dialogue' With this'

the author is able to make the father's fears of his little boy leaving come to

life."), but the writer does offer some insight: "The fact that the father plays

this scenario out in his head, makes it come to life for the reader and allows

them to see how trau matizingthis experience would be for the father'" The

rest of the paragraph is repetltive and merely retells the story, though the

writer offers rno"r. insight in the last sentence' The pattern is repeated in

paragraph three: there is little evidence for the claim that the scene shifting

from present to future and back to present is symbolic' and there is more

repetition and retelling. The writer says in the conclusion the author does an

excellent job of " including the reader in these tormenting issues', '  but the proof

the writer provides is only marginally convincing'

Given the thin analysis and some imprecision in writing ("' allows for the

characters thoughts, and even fears to be heard"; "he will finally contain stories

to please his boy' ') ,  the response earns a score of 6'



N (s)
The response represents mostly a paraphrase of the poem. Though the writer
repeatedly claims that "The author's use of omniscent point of vierv lets the
father's thoughts and feeiings be known," the writer never shows hotu the
author manipulates point of view to convey the relationship; instead, retel l ing
the story serves as the writer 's primary evidence for the claim. While there is a
hint of analysis at the bottom of page two ("The father believes the son has
unreasonable expectations of him, however the truth is that father has the
same expectations of himself ') ,  the point is more the writer 's assessment of
hou, the father creates the di lemma within himself than it  is proof of hour Lee
makes use of the omniscient narrator. The start of the next l ine ("Using the
metaphor of himself being a god) has promise, but, again, the writer reverts to
tei l ing ("the father angerly questions his son's expectations").

Outside of somc odd phrasing ("Parents arc worried to disappoint their
chi ldren") and some lapses in mechanics, there is general control of language.

While the responsc offers a credible explanation of whert happe ns in the pocm,
it offers very l i t t le evidence for ar-rd analysis of the r.r,r i ter 's premise and sirouid
be scored a 5.

R (4)
The response presents unconvincing analysis of how devices are used to convey
the complex relationship. In discussing how the author makes use of dict ion,
for instance, the writer relies on two words (giue up, clisappoirut) to prove the
claim. Support for the claim that syntax is used to convey the relationship is
similarly anemic. While the discussion of structure shows promise ("By writ ing
in free verse, Lee juxtaposes the care-free and l ight-hearted nature of the young
boy, with the worrisome and regretful att i tude of the father"), the point is
d ismissed in  favor  of  apuzzl ing d iscuss ion of  the poem's lackof  rhyme scheme.

While writ ing is general ly control led and the response does attempt to engage
the devices, sparse support for claims leads to inadequate development of ideas
and a score of  4 .



K (3)
The response presents feeble analysis of how the devices are used to convey the
relationship. In support of the claim that the author uses dict ion (or tone) to
create within the father a feel ing of helplessness, the writer rel ies on a few
words to make the case: sad, silence, disappoint, don't go. Even less
convincing is the proof the writer provides for the claim that the author uses
dialogue to convey the father's fears and the proof the writer provides for the
claim that Lee uses imagery to convey the father's everlasting love for his son:
"Li Young-Lee creates images of a young boy in his father's lap while the father
struggles to please his son The best evidence of analysis comes in one
sentence at the very end when the writer infers that the way the poem is
structured "conveys the message that the father and son still have time for one
another and their relationship wil l  remain strong

Though writ ing is general ly control led, anemic development earns the response
a3 .

o (2)
Actually, the response gets off to a promising start as the writer asserts that
Lee uses point of view and symbolism "to i l lustrate the irrat ional concerns of a
father." However, support for the thesis is a one-paragraph summary of the
poem in which there is sl ight mention of point of view and no mention of
symbolism. The response is unacceptably brief and earns a score of 2.

J  ( 1 )
While the response offers an overview of the poem and an opinion on what
makes father-son relationships work, i t  fai ls to engage the task. It  earns the
sco re  o f  1 .
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